A Message from the Dean

As the extraordinary events of 2008 and 2009 unfolded, GW’s Elliott School of International Affairs once again found itself in the midst of truly momentous developments. In November 2008, the leaders of the G-20 countries came to Washington, D.C., to tackle the global economic and financial crisis. In January 2009, thousands of members of the GW community walked from the GW campus to the National Mall and joined nearly two million people to witness the inauguration of Barack Obama as the 44th President of the United States of America. In these and countless other ways, history unfolded on our doorstep and before our eyes this year.

Those of us who have the good fortune to study and work at the Elliott School have special opportunities to witness history and to participate in the making of history. We shape the future by educating the next generation of international leaders; by conducting research that illuminates international problems; and by engaging U.S. and international policymakers, fostering international dialogue, and developing policy solutions. Our faculty, students, alumni, and staff are accomplishing great things and making a difference in the world.

We are exceedingly fortunate at GW. The state of our university is strong, and we are forging ahead with new initiatives. At the Elliott School in 2008-09, we received record numbers of applications at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, we continued to hire outstanding new faculty, and we prepared to launch our new Institute for Security and Conflict Studies, which will focus on some of the world’s most critical problems.

Our special events—more than 260 in 2008-09 alone—were and are simply stunning. The new Elliott School Web Video Initiative will enable us to post video of our most prominent seminars, lectures, panel discussions, workshops, and conferences on our website. This will allow us to share our intellectual resources with GW alumni, parents, prospective students, and other members of the broader GW community as well as with scholars, students, policymakers, policy experts, and citizens around the world.

While we were privileged to observe historic events this past year, we were also deeply saddened by the loss of two beloved members of the Elliott School community—Evelyn “Betty” Elliott, one of our school’s namesakes, and Professor James Millar. Both had long and celebrated histories with the Elliott School. We honor their memories by continuing the school’s important work.

I am grateful to every member of the Elliott School community for your continued commitment to advance and enhance our teaching, research, and policy engagement mission. I am especially grateful to our donors for your generous support of this superb school. Thanks to you, we are able to turn our unique institutional advantages into new leaders, new ideas, and new solutions for a momentous era.

Michael Brown
Dean, Elliott School of International Affairs
The George Washington University
The Elliott School’s 2,000 undergraduate and 750 graduate students witnessed global changes first-hand this year. They welcomed a new U.S. president to their neighborhood. They walked past the Federal Reserve, World Bank, and International Monetary Fund on their way to classes and special events focused on the global economic crisis. They studied many of the same issues that faced the G-20 summit leaders, who met just blocks away. Through it all, the Elliott School’s cutting-edge curriculum provided an excellent platform for understanding this important moment in history.
EXCELLENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

The Elliott School’s B.A. program in international affairs is the largest undergraduate major at The George Washington University. Its rapid growth—from 400 in the mid-1980s to more than 2,000 in fall 2008—is a testament to the unique academic opportunities it affords students. Demand for an Elliott School education continues to grow; we set a record for undergraduate applications for fall 2009. As part of our commitment to providing an innovative, interdisciplinary curriculum for our students, we offered twenty new undergraduate courses in 2008-09, on topics ranging from political Islam to wartime presidential rhetoric.

An Elliott School undergraduate experience is enriched by being part of a community of scholars who are working to make the world a better place. Our students learn from a renowned faculty and experience the unique benefits of studying international affairs in the heart of Washington, D.C.

LEARNING WITH WORLD-CLASS SCHOLARS

Our undergraduate students have direct interactions with world-renowned experts on international politics, economics, history, geography, and anthropology, among other disciplines.

In early 2009, we launched the Elliott School Undergraduate Scholars program. Sixteen exceptional undergraduates were selected to participate in this independent research program, which provided financial support and academic resources to help them produce original research. Students worked closely with both faculty advisors and Elliott School graduate student mentors. Throughout the program, the students met as a group on a weekly basis to learn more about research design and methodology.

At the Elliott School, even the most prominent faculty members regularly teach undergraduates. In 2008-09, Professor of Political Science and International Affairs Martha Finnemore, identified by her peers as among the most influential scholars of international politics in the world, again taught an undergraduate course on international affairs.

Associate Dean and Professor of History and International Affairs Hugh L. Agnew received the 2009 Harry Harding Teaching Award for demonstrating sustained excellence in teaching and making extraordinary contributions to the education of Elliott School students.

LIVING IN WASHINGTON

There is no better place to study international affairs than at the Elliott School. Steps from the White House, State Department, World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and dozens of institutions that shape international affairs, Elliott School students have experiences and opportunities that cannot be replicated elsewhere.

At this year’s Elliott School commencement celebration, U.S. Ambassador to NATO and Elliott School alumnus Kurt D. Volker addressed graduates just a month after representing the United States at the 60th anniversary summit of the Atlantic alliance. He shared insights from more than 20 years of service as a U.S. foreign service officer, as well as fond memories of his years at GW, where he earned his master’s degree in international affairs in 1987.

The Elliott School’s U.S. Foreign Policy Summer Program, open to students from around the world, takes full advantage of our location in the heart of Washington, D.C. The program features briefings at key institutions that influence U.S. foreign policy, as well as lectures and seminars by leading scholars and experts from government, think tanks, international organizations, nonprofit organizations, media outlets, and foreign embassies.

“...”
Anna Phillips (B.A. ’07) first visited Uganda as a sophomore at the Elliott School, when she attended a conference sponsored by the Global Youth Partnership for Africa (GYPA). While there, Anna—an avid sports fan—was struck by the lack of women participating in local sports contests.

“I’ve been in countries where women can’t play sports,” said Phillips. “In Uganda, it’s not prohibited, but women tend to take a back seat to their male counterparts.”

Recognizing the role that sports played in her own life, Anna worked with GYPA to create a soccer program for Ugandan girls and young women, called Girls Kick It!, or Anyira Gweyo in Luo, the language of northern Uganda.

“Girls have a right to compete in sports, and to reach their full potential,” said Phillips. “In Uganda, it’s not prohibited, but women tend to take a back seat to their male counterparts.”
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EXCELLENCE IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

The Elliott School’s graduate programs combine rigorous coursework and professional training to provide students the knowledge and perspectives needed to make a difference in the world. Our graduate programs are led by a distinguished faculty of scholars and policy practitioners, and a rigorous curriculum prepares students for leadership positions around the world. Our network of international partnerships provides outstanding opportunities for students to live and learn in another country. Our students put their skills to work in and out of the classroom, engaging on global issues through their writing, research projects, and internship and work experiences.

Another expert on democratization, Henry E. Hale, spent 2008-09 at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace’s Moscow Center on a research scholarship. Hale returns to GW in 2009-10 to direct the Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies and teach courses on post-Soviet politics and ethnic politics.

James M. Goldgeier’s recent book, America Between the Wars, was the subject of a Council on Foreign Relations academic module, which provided teaching notes for educators around the world to use with their classes. At GW, students can learn from Goldgeier in person—he teaches courses on U.S. foreign policy and theories of international politics.

Our faculty also includes professors who have first-hand experience in the policy arena. Professor of Practice and former Assistant Secretary of State for South Asian Affairs Ambassador Karl F. Inderfurth leads the Elliott School’s largest graduate program, the Master of Arts in International Affairs; former U.S. Agency for International Development official Professor Sean R. Roberts leads our graduate program in International Development Studies; and Professor of Practice and Security Affairs Ambassador Kurt Erisman leads our graduate program in International Relations.

Our graduate programs prepare students for a wide range of careers. Among the top twenty employers of Elliott School graduates are the Central Intelligence Agency, the State Department, the World Bank, and global investment firms. Our graduates also work for the United Nations, international foundations, and global NGOs.

LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE

Students come to the Elliott School to learn directly from renowned scholars and experienced policy practitioners.

IMES Director Nathan J. Brown, one of the world’s leading scholars on democratization in the Middle East, teaches courses on comparative politics in the region, religion and society in the Middle East, and global perspectives on democracy. Brown is editing a book on The Future of Democracy, a product of the Elliott School’s multi-year work on the issue.

Like our students, Elliott School faculty members are also committed to service. Following the spring 2009 semester, Professor of Practice Christopher A. Kojm became director of the National Intelligence Council; Professorial Lecturer Brad Roberts became deputy assistant secretary of defense for nuclear and missile defense policy; and Professorial Lecturer Robert O. Work became deputy undersecretary of the Navy.

Preparing for Leadership

The Elliott School is an ideal place for students to prepare for national service. In 2009, GW tied for the largest number of finalists for the prestigious Presidential Management Fellowship, with half of those coming from the Elliott School. Among the top twenty employers of Elliott School graduates are twelve U.S. government agencies, including the departments of state, defense, and commerce. The Elliott School has more than 200 graduates employed at the Central Intelligence Agency in various capacities. We have strong relationships with members of the diplomatic community and a long tradition of preparing graduates for successful careers in diplomacy, owing much to the presence on our faculty of Kuwait Professor Edward “Skip” Gnehm, who previously served as director general of the U.S. Foreign Service.

The World as a Classroom

The Elliott School’s partnerships with nineteen universities around the world provide excellent opportunities for our graduate students to live and learn in another country.

In addition to semester-long study abroad programs, Elliott School students have the opportunity to travel with GW faculty members for intensive courses overseas. Professor Steven M. Sarsenovic led a class of twelve students to Shanghai to study international economics.

In spring 2009, Elliott School graduate student Andrea Smith traveled to Lebanon for a semester at the American University of Beirut. With the help of a grant from the Elliott School Graduate Student Career Development office, Smith remained in the country for an internship with American Near East Refugee Aid (ANERA), where she worked on a children’s campaign promoting healthy habits such as eating right, exercising, and not smoking.
ENGAGING POLICY DEBATES

Elliott School graduate students tackle important issues both inside the classroom and out.

Graduate student Cyril Blet published A World Voice for a State: France 24, describing the impact of the government-created news station. The leading French financial paper Les Echos called the book “very accurate and well-documented.” In April 2009, Blet moderated a panel of foreign journalists discussing views from abroad of President Barack Obama’s first 99 days in office. The event, coordinated by the Sciences Po alumni association of President Barack Obama’s first 99 days in office. The event, coordinated by the Sciences Po alumni association under the auspices of the Elliott School’s U.S. Foreign Policy Priorities series, drew more than 150 students, faculty, embassy staff, media, and policymakers to the Elliott School to hear comments from bureau chiefs and Washington correspondents from Le Figaro, Al-Jazeera Washington, This Day, TeleSur, Asia’s Shim bun, and BBC World News.

After taking Christopher A. Kojm’s course on op-ed writing, graduate student Katie Stuhlbrecher published “To Turn the Tide on Somali Piracy, Focus on Fishing” in the Christian Science Monitor in November 2008. She was subsequently interviewed on the topic by the BBC.

Over the last year, several graduate students examined the dangers of nuclear proliferation and arms control, many through a new concentration in Weapons of Mass Destruction in the Security Policy Studies program. Bryan Reed was selected for the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Nonproliferation Graduate Fellowship Program, and Frederic Evert completed his U.S. Department of Energy’s first-ever course in nuclear nonproliferation. In November 2008, 18 Elliott School students participated in a simulation of an attack involving weapons of mass destruction, organized by the Security Policy Studies program.

The work of Elliott School graduate students in national security studies builds on a strong tradition. Elliott School alumni hold prominent positions in the security field, including Assistant Secretary of State for Verification, Compliance, and Implementation Rose Gottemoeller, who is responsible for negotiating a new arms reduction agreement with Russia; National Security Council Director for Nonproliferation Adam Schenman; and Director of Treaty Compliance in the Office of the Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Troyano.

RECOGNIZING EXCELLENCE

We congratulate our 2008-09 graduate student award winners:

GW RECOGNITION

JOHN HENRY COWLES PRIZE
Awarded annually to a student with the highest overall academic achievement and leadership potential.
Stephen True

ELLIOTT SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PRIZE
Awarded annually to an Elliott School graduate student who, in the opinion of the dean and the faculty, deserves recognition for academic achievement and contribution to the life of The George Washington University and its programs and goals.
Richard Hellek III

WOLCOTT FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIPS
Awarded to outstanding students enrolled in GW’s School of Business, the Trachtenberg School of Public Policy and Public Administration, and the Elliott School of International Affairs.
Jonathan Dale
Joshua DeLara
Colleen Fisher
Melissa Kopf
Evan Marsh
Amanda Preston
Amy Temas

NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCATION PROGRAM BOREN FELLOWSHIPS
Provide funding to graduate students to add an important international and language component to their graduate education through specialization in area study, language study, or increased language proficiency.
Daniel Alderman
Darrin Altman*
William R. Burns*
Michael Day*
Jessica Glover*
Jaime Oberlander
Kate Wilkinson*

* Awarded in the 2008-09 academic year for study in 2009-10.

As a recipient of three degrees from The George Washington University, I owe much of my success over a thirty-seven year career in the U.S. Foreign Service to my GW education. As an adjunct professor in the Elliott School of International Affairs for the past nine years, I have an even greater appreciation for the contribution the university is making to the training of prospective leaders in the field of international relations.”

— Ambassador David H. Shinn (B.A.’63, M.A.’64, Ph.D.’80)
Working individually and collaboratively across disciplines, Elliott School faculty are deeply engaged in the quest for new ideas to help us understand and solve some of the most challenging issues facing humanity. Our commitment to excellence in our research endeavors is reflected in a vibrant infrastructure of research institutes and centers, success in winning competitive grants, and important scholarly and policy-relevant research publications.
A PLATFORM FOR KNOWLEDGE-SHARING

The Elliott School’s seven research institutes and centers and eight research and policy programs convene leading scholars from many disciplines to share ideas and tools leading to important research.

In the Elliott School’s response to the global economic crisis, for example, the Institute for International Economic Policy partnered with the Sigur Center for Asian Studies, the Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies, the Institute for Middle East Studies, and the Latin American and Hemispheric Studies Program to examine the regional implications of the crisis.

In 2008-09, we finalized plans for the new Institute for Security and Conflict Studies, which will launch in fall 2009. The institute, under the direction of Charles L. Glaser, will support scholarly inquiry and policy-relevant research in the field of international security. The institute will support the Elliott School’s graduate curriculum, particularly our Security Policy Studies program, as well as our undergraduate curriculum.

SUPPORT MAKES RESEARCH POSSIBLE

The Elliott School’s scholars and research institutes contribute new ideas and fresh perspectives to unfolding international developments. The importance of their research is recognized by major funders.

Elliott School faculty received more than $1.6 million in research grants in 2008-09. Sigur Center Associate Director Deepa Ollapally and faculty members Henry R. Nau and Mike M. Mochizuki launched a major research effort on the worldviews of major and aspiring powers to better understand the domestic foreign policy debates within countries emerging as global leaders in the 21st century. Supported by grants from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation’s Asian Security Initiative and the Carnegie Corporation of New York, this work holds promise for promoting greater international understanding and cooperation and reducing the danger of conflict.

An anonymous $200,000 gift gave the Institute for International Economic Policy substantial additional resources going into its third year of operation. The gift will help the institute expand its work on the global economic crisis.

CREATING KNOWLEDGE, INFORMING POLICY

Elliott School faculty members published 31 books in 2008-09, as well as hundreds of scholarly articles, policy analyses, book chapters, and essays.

In addition to individual faculty research, the Elliott School and its institutes sponsored several major multi-person book projects that will advance understanding of important issues:

- Nathan J. Brown, ed., The Future of Democracy (forthcoming)
- Joanna Spear and Paul D. Williams, eds., Security and Development (Georgetown University Press, forthcoming)

Faculty members’ research drew widespread attention. James M. Goldgeier’s co-authored book, America Between the Wars: From 1919 to 1939, was picked by Slate and The Daily Beast as one of the best books of 2008 and reviewed by The New York Times as “astute and highly informed.” Ilana Feldman won the Cultural Horizons Prize for her article “Difficult Distinctions” in Cultural Anthropology. Feldman’s book Governing Gaza was reviewed as a “sublime work” in the Middle East Journal.

Elliott School faculty are using technology to communicate their research to new and different audiences. Marc Lynch’s “Abu Aardvark” blog on Middle East politics grew in readership to 2,000 hits a day and was incorporated into the launch of ForeignPolicy.com in January 2009. Colleen N. Hartman’s blog about the Hubble Space Telescope included interviews with key members of the telescope’s repair team and was included on NASA’s Hubble website.

RESEARCH CENTERS AND INSTITUTES

Center for International Science and Technology Policy
Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies
Institute for Global and International Studies
Institute for International Economic Policy
Institute for Middle East Studies
Institute for Public Diplomacy and Global Communication
Sigur Center for Asian Studies

RESEARCH AND POLICY PROGRAMS

China Policy Program
Culture in Global Affairs
GW Cold War Group
GW Diaspora Program
Partnerships for International Strategies in Asia
Space Policy Institute
Taiwan Education and Research Program
U.S.-Japan-South Korea Legislative Exchange Program

ELLIOETT SCHOOL RESEARCH SUPPORT

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES:
- National Science Foundation
- U.S. Department of Education
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration
- Civilian Research and Development Foundation

PHILANTHROPIC FOUNDATIONS:
- John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
- Carnegie Corporation of New York
- Ford Foundation
- Lynne and Harry Bradley Foundation
- Secure World Foundation
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Celebrating our 2008-09 Faculty Books

Steven J. Balla
with William T. Gormley Jr.
> Bureaucracy and Democracy: Accountability and Performance, 2nd Edition
CQ Press

William B. Bonvillian
with Charles Weis
> Structuring an Energy Technology Revolution
MIT Press

Jennifer Brinkerhoff
> Diaspora and Development: Exploring the Potential
Lynne Rainier
> Digital Diasporas: Identity and Transnational Engagement
Cambridge University Press

Michael E. Brown
Co-edited with Owen R. Coté Jr., Sean M. Lynn-Jones, and Steven E. Miller
> Privacy and Its Discontents: American Power and International Stability
MIT Press

William K. Cummings, and James H. Williams
> Policy-Making for Education Reform in Developing Countries: Policy Options and Strategies
Rowman & Littlefield

Bruce J. Dickson
> Wealth into Power: The Communist Party's Embrace of China's Private Sector
Cambridge University Press

Robert Eisen
with Charles Manekin
> Philosophers and the Jewish Bible
University Press of Maryland

Amrats Epsztai
> New Common Ground: A New America, A New World
Potomac Books

Ilana Feldman
Duke University Press

Lee Ann Fuji
> Killing Neighbors: Webs of Violence in Rwanda
Cornell University Press

David Alan Grier
> Too Soon to Tell Essays for the End of the Computer Revolution
Wiley

Henry E. Hale
> Foundations of Ethnic Politics: Separation of States and Nations in Eurasia and the World
Cambridge University Press

B.D. Hopkins
> The Making of Modern Afghanistan
Palgrave Macmillan

Stuart E. Johnson
with David R. Frelinger, David C. Gompert, John Gordon IV, Martin C. Libicki, Camille A. Sawak, and Raymond Smith
> Underkill: Scalable Capabilities for Military Operations Amid Populations RAND Corporation

Young-Key Kim-Renaud
> Korean: An Essential Grammar
Routledge

Michael J. Marquardt
> Action Learning for Developing Leaders and Organizations: Principles, Strategies, and Cases
American Psychological Association (APA)

Barbara D. Miller
> Cultural Anthropology
Prentice-Hall

Mike M. Mochizuki
with Aiki Ichiu Hashimoto and Karyoku Takara
> The Japan-U.S. Alliance and China-Taiwan Relations: Implications for Okinawa
Sigur Center for Asian Studies

Henry R. Nau
> Perspectives on International Relations: Power, Institutions, and Ideas
CQ Press

Deepa Ollapally
> The Politics of Extremism in South Asia
Cambridge University Press

Yaron Peleg
> Israeli Culture Between the Two Intifadas
University of Texas Press

Marie D. Price
with Lisa Benton-Short
> Migrants to the Metropolis: The Rise of Immigrant Gateway Cities
Syracuse University Press

Chad Reiter
> Federations: The Political Dynamics of Cooperation
Cornell University Press

Peter Roland
> Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema
Scarecrow Press

David Shambaugh
with Michael Yahuda
> International Relations of Asia
Rowman & Littlefield

Robert Sutter
> The United States in Asia (Second Edition)
Rowman & Littlefield

Richard C. Thornton
> The Reagan Revolution, III: Defeating the Soviet Challenge
Ithaca

Nicholas S. Vonortas
with Geraet Marklund and Charles W. Weisson
> The Innovation Imperative
Edward Elgar

Sergio Waisman
> Underdogs: Novel of the Mexican Revolution by Mariano Azuela
Penguin Books

Lars Willnat
with Annette Awe
> Political Communication in Asia
Routledge Communication

"THE ELLIOTT SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS"
CISTP

Center for International Science and Technology Policy

The Center for International Science and Technology Policy (CISTP) is a world leader in international public policy research and education in science, technology, and innovation. For almost 40 years, CISTP has facilitated collaboration among scientists, scholars, researchers, industry leaders, and policy experts. Today, with a new U.S. presidential administration increasingly focused on the role of science and technology to advance the public good, the center plays a vital role in promoting debate, discussion, and research of this important topic.

CISTP hosted a number of influential conferences in 2008-09. The “Science of Science Policy” conference in December 2008, sponsored by the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, brought together more than 200 experts from the United States and abroad to discuss major developments in the study of science policy. Distinguished speakers included John H. Marburger III, science advisor to President George W. Bush; Julia Lane, director of the National Science Foundation’s Science of Science and Innovation Policy Program; and Bill Valdez, co-chair of the Interagency Task Force on Science Policy. Marburger also delivered CISTP’s annual Alan Bromley Lecture in April 2009, which was co-organized with the University of Ottawa. In June, the center hosted the Washington Research Evaluation Workshop. More than 100 experts from around the world gathered to discuss best practices in the evaluation of research programs, particularly those funded by the public sector.

CISTP’s faculty members continued to produce significant scholarship in 2008-09. Two faculty members produced books:

- David Alan Grier, Too Soon to Tell: Essays for the End of the Computer Revolution (Wiley, 2009)

Vonortas received a grant from the U.S. Civilian Research and Development Foundation to support his work developing an Iraqi Virtual Science Library.

Space Policy Institute

One month after the November 2008 U.S. presidential election, the Space Policy Institute hosted a major symposium on “Space Policy in Transition” under its new director, former NASA official Scott Pace. The event brought together prominent speakers from the space policy community, including the former director of the National Security Space Office, Maj. Gen. James Armor (retired); President and CEO of the Aerospace Industries Association Marion Blakey; CEO of the Council on Competitiveness Deborah Winie-Smith; John Higginbotham, CEO of Integral Industries; and John M. Logsdon, the Charles A. Lindbergh chair at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air & Space Museum. A summary of the symposium’s discussion was shared with the NASA Presidential Transition Team.

SPI faculty enjoyed continued success on the research front. Research Professor Pascale Ehrenfreund’s experiment Organics was activated in the EXPOSE-R facility onboard the International Space Station. Ehrenfreund also received support from NASA for her work on small satellites and astrobiology. With support from NASA, Research Professor Henry R. Hertzfeld undertook a project that will examine the relationship between the global economy and space activities. Hertzfeld’s World Economic Dependence on Space project stems from a pilot effort supported by the Secure World Foundation.
In 2008-09, member countries celebrated the 60th anniversary of the formation of NATO; Russia and Georgia clashed over the breakaway region of South Ossetia; and a new U.S. president called for “renewing our alliance to meet the challenges of our time.” Through these developments and more, the Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies (IERES) served as an invaluable resource for understanding the many dimensions of this large and diverse region.

In 2008-09, IERES hosted 42 events that attracted a total of more than 1,300 attendees. Many events focused on current international issues, including sessions analyzing Russia’s domestic and foreign policy trajectories and the five-day war in Georgia, as well as those tied to NATO’s anniversary. IERES also sponsored a day-long symposium with American and German experts examining the implications of the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Institute faculty held a number of distinguished research fellowships in 2008-09. James M. Goldgeier was named a W. Glenn Campbell and Rita Ricardo-Campbell National Fellow and the Edward Teller National Fellow at the Hoover Institution. Following the publication of his book, The Foundations of Ethnic Politics: Separatism of States and Nations in Eurasia and the World (Cambridge University Press, 2008), Henry E. Hale spent fall 2008 as a fellow at the Carnegie Moscow Center and spring 2009 at the Wilson Center as a Kennan Institute research scholar. Kimberly J. Morgan was also a fellow at the Wilson Center in 2008-09, working on “The Political Consequences of Public Policy: Medicare and the Politics of the American Welfare State.” Sharon L. Wolchik was a Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellow at the National Endowment for Democracy in fall 2008 for her book project on Democratizing Elections in Post-Communist Europe and Eurasia: The Day After. IERES Director Hope M. Harrison was awarded a Fulbright fellowship to spend the 2009-10 academic year in Berlin to work on her next book, The Demise and Resurrection of the Berlin Wall: German Debates about the Berlin Wall as a Site of Memory, 1989-2009.


Elliott School Dean Michael E. Brown called Millar “a mentor, a colleague, and a friend to generations of students and faculty.”

“My parents were caught between opposing totalitarian regimes and had to start anew in America. By supporting programs at the Elliott School that expose students to different viewpoints I am able to honor their memory.”

— Detta Vosar (B.A.’68, M.A.’70)
Throughout 2008-09, international events illustrated the interconnectedness of our world: A faltering U.S. economy sent tremors around the world; an emboldened Russia flexed its muscles and drew worldwide attention; a sixty-year-old transatlantic alliance pondered its future. The Institute for Global and International Studies (IGIS) helped make sense of these and other developments. In 2008-09, the institute convened scholars from around the world to explore how real-world problems influence disciplinary debates and encourage theoretical innovation.

The 2008-09 academic year saw the culmination of the “Who Governs the Globe?” workshop—a three-year project that brought together emerging and senior scholars to collaborate on a new approach to understanding global governors. Under the leadership of IGIS Director Susan K. Sell, faculty member Martha Finnemore, and Deborah Avant, the project resulted in a manuscript that will be published by Cambridge University Press in 2010.

In June 2009, IGIS hosted an “Access to Knowledge” (A2K) workshop, which examined intellectual property policy, the relationship between access to knowledge and innovation, and new ways of promoting innovation. The institute also sponsored the Intellectual Property Enforcement Agenda Conference in May, which brought together a broad range of stakeholders to present their perspectives in the debate over the future of intellectual property policy. In March 2009, IGIS hosted the 2009 New Era Conference in collaboration with the University of California-Berkeley and Duke University; fifteen outstanding Ph.D. students came together at GW to consider the challenges and opportunities ahead as the international community transitions into the post-9/11 world.

Two ongoing series—the IGIS Lecture Series and the IGIS Research Seminar Series—showcase the institute as a highly regarded forum for intellectual discussion and debate on international topics. In 2008-09, the Research Seminar Series hosted eighteen scholars who presented their works on a diverse range of subjects for interdisciplinary discussion and debate, while the Lecture Series featured discussions of topics ranging from nation-building in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union to the effects of terrorism on international business.

In May 2009, the institute co-sponsored the “Leaders in International Health” conference with the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO). As part of PAHO’s two-week training module, IGIS offered a one-day training seminar in which GW faculty members briefed 45 health ministers from Latin America and the Caribbean on international politics, trade policymaking, and public health.

CULTURE IN GLOBAL AFFAIRS PROGRAM
The Culture in Global Affairs (CIGA) program examines the contribution and evolution of culture to global policymaking. In 2009, CIGA hosted Dr. Val Curtis, an anthropologist and epidemiologist from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, who discussed her research that shows how a simple behavior such as handwashing can save thousands of lives. CIGA Director Barbara D. Miller also developed a blog, “anthropologyworks,” an online forum for discussion of how anthropology influences global affairs.

GW DIAPORA PROGRAM
The GW Diaspora Program studies the dispersion of ethnic or religious groups from their homelands. In 2008-09, the program sponsored six research seminars, hosted a diaspora-led capacity-building workshop, and produced an online survey and resulting white paper about current trends in diaspora research and policy. The paper was used as input for a policy seminar and research workshop delivered in Sweden in partnership with the Nordic Africa Institute.
As stock markets fell, unemployment rose, and economies contracted around the world in 2008-09, the Institute for International Economic Policy (IIEP) played a critical role in the Elliott School’s ongoing efforts to examine the implications of the global economic crisis.

IIEP hosted a series of events on the financial crisis, beginning with a December 2008 lecture on its historical context by Professor Barry Eichengreen of the University of California-Berkeley, a leading scholar on economic globalization. IIEP then collaborated with other Elliott School research institutes to examine the implications of and policy responses to the crisis in Latin America, Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. Thanks to IIEP’s close association with key international financial institutions, these panels brought together leading thinkers from the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the U.S. government, academia, and think tanks for illuminating discussions about the fallout from the crisis and the future of the global economy.

An anonymous $200,000 gift will help the institute continue and expand its work examining the crisis.

During 2008-09, IIEP sponsored three major research conferences. The first, co-hosted with the Sigur Center, was held in October 2008 and focused on U.S.-China economic relations, in particular the policy options for the incoming administration and the growing importance of what many commentators now call the most important economic relationship in the world. The second research conference, held with the support of International Council member Matthew M. Nolan and the embassies of Canada and Mexico, analyzed 15 years of the North American Free Trade Agreement and featured academic and policy experts from all three member countries. A third conference, co-sponsored by the World Bank and GW’s Center for International Business Education and Research, explored antidumping policies and their impact on developing countries and U.S. businesses.

IIEP initiated a series of trade policy events in conjunction with the Washington International Trade Association. Focusing on the future of U.S. trade policy under the Obama administration, the events featured speakers such as U.S. Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and then-Undersecretary of Commerce for International Trade Christopher A. Padilla.

Throughout the year, IIEP supported the innovative research activities of its affiliated faculty. The institute established a working paper series for IIEP scholarship that includes more than 30 new research papers. Faculty members published in leading academic journals, including Ana Fostel’s (with John Geanakoplos) “Emerging Markets and an Anxious Global Economy: Contagion, Flight to Liquidity and Issuance Rationing,” as the lead article in the American Economic Review, the world’s most prestigious economics journal; and Maggie Xiaoyang Chen’s “Regional Economic Integration and Geographic Concentration of Multinational Firms,” which appeared in the European Economic Review.
The Middle East Policy Forum hosted the Prime Minister of Kuwait, His Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah (left), in September 2008. He was awarded the President’s Medal by GW President Steven Knapp (right), and spoke to an audience of students, faculty, and the public about U.S.-Kuwait relations.

Since its launch in 2007, the Institute for Middle East Studies (IMES) has established itself as an internationally recognized hub of academic and policy work. In 2008-09, as oil prices fluctuated and the United States pondered an exit strategy from Iraq, IMES scholars continued to shed light on this vital region.

IMES faculty members form a dynamic community of scholars whose research presents new ideas for approaching and understanding the Middle East. Institute Director Nathan J. Brown was named a 2009 Carnegie Scholar and received a Woodrow Wilson Center Fellowship to further his research on Islamist electoral movements in the Arab world. Kuwait Professor of Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Affairs Edward W. Gnehm Jr. was one of three co-authors of a RAND report on “Integrating Instruments of Power and Influence.” Amb. Gnehm also delivered the Annual Kuwait Chair Lecture in March 2009, in which he discussed how regional dynamics could be affected by a new U.S. presidential administration.

IMES hosted a discussion with Egyptian activist Saad Eddin Ibrahim on the impact of U.S. policies in the Middle East and, later in the year, hosted a delegation of three Egyptian parliamentarians for a discussion of the state of domestic politics in Egypt. It organized an important full-day conference on issues facing Iraqi minorities for the U.S. State Department and another full-day conference on the politics and societies of the Gulf.

Four IMES faculty members published books in 2008-09:
- Hossein G. Askari, New Issues in Islamic Finance and Economics: Progress and Challenges (John Wiley & Sons)
- Jennifer Brinkerhoff, Digital Diasporas (Cambridge University Press)
- Yaron Peleg, Israeli Culture between the Two Intifadas: A Brief Romance (University of Texas Press)

During the past year, IMES research and events focused on a number of pressing issues. Marc Lynch explored the future of the U.S. in Iraq in Foreign Affairs and Foreign Policy, and was named a nonresident senior fellow at the Center for New American Security. His popular Middle East politics blog moved to Foreign Policy magazine’s new website.

Dina R. Khoury delivered the keynote address at the University of Maryland’s “Memories of Iraq” conference held in May 2009. The first IMES scholar-in-residence, Frank Vogel, lectured on the “Future of Islamic Law.”

IMES faculty also received recognition for their scholarly achievements. New faculty associate Mona Atia’s dissertation won the 2008 Distinguished Dissertation Award from the University of Washington; Ilana Feldman was awarded the Horizons Prize from the Society for Cultural Anthropology for her article, “Difficult Distinctions: Refugee Law, Humanitarian Practice, and Political Identification in Gaza.”

In fall 2008, the emir of Kuwait presented the institute with a $1.05 million, three-year gift. This gift, along with continued support from Exxon-Mobil, will fund faculty research, student learning, modern language study, library resources, and other institutional priorities.
PISA Summer Institute on Climate Change, a four-week intensive program that the Ford Foundation awarded PISA a grant to select 12 applicants to attend the problems associated with climate change. Based on the success of that program, Vietnam. Held in October 2008, the institute provided a platform for leaders from the Institute on Creative Responses to Global Climate Change (LIGCC) in Hanoi, with support from the Ford Foundation and the Chino Cienega Foundation, sponsored an event featuring Tsai Ing-wen, the Chairwoman of Taiwan’s opposition party. The program continued to support the development of the Taiwan Resource Center in GW’s Gelman Library.

With support from the Ford Foundation and the Chino Cienega Foundation, Partnerships for International Strategies in Asia (PSIA) launched the Leadership Institute on Creative Responses to Global Climate Change (LIGCC) in Hanoi, Vietnam. Held in October 2008, the institute provided a platform for leaders from a range of ministries, associations, and universities to come together to tackle problems associated with climate change. Based on the success of that program, the Ford Foundation awarded PSIA a grant to select 12 applicants to attend the PSIA Summer Institute on Climate Change, a four-week intensive program that took place at GW in July 2009.

The Memory and Reconciliation in the Asia-Pacific project, co-directed by Mike M. Mochizuki and Daping Yang, co-sponsored a panel discussion on “History, Dialogue, and Reconciliation in Northeast Asia.” The program also organized a conference on “The U.S.-Japan-China Triangle and the Okinawa Question.” Additionally, the program marked the 60th anniversary of the Tokyo War Crimes Trial with a conference assessing its legacy.

Home to over half of the world's population and several of its largest economies, Asia’s significance cannot be understated. Throughout 2008-09, the Sigur Center for Asian Studies promoted greater understanding of this vibrant region through an active program of scholarship, teaching public events, and policy engagement.

The Sigur Center’s distinguished faculty made important contributions to scholarship on Asia with the publication of numerous scholarly articles and six books:

- William K. Cummings and James H. Williams, Policy-Making for Education Reform in Developing Countries: Policy Options and Strategies (Rowman & Littlefield)
- Bruce J. Dickson, Wealth into Power: The Communist Party’s Embrace of China’s Private Sector (Cambridge University Press)
- Mike M. Mochizuki (co-editor), The Japan-U.S. Alliance and China-Taiwan Relations: Implications for Okinawa (Sigur Center for Asian Studies)
- David Shambaugh (co-editor with Michael Yahuda), International Relations of Asia (Rowman & Littlefield)
- Robert Sutter, The United States in Asia (Rowman & Littlefield)

The Sigur Center continued its success in bringing high-level speakers to the GW campus, hosting events with former South Korean presidential candidate Chung Dong-young, Ambassador M. Humayun Kabir of Bangladesh, and Nepal’s Minister of Finance Baburam Bhattarai. The center’s India Initiative sponsored a panel discussion on the U.S.-India nuclear deal with the U.S.-India Business Council. The India Initiative, together with Asia Society and the Embassy of India, also sponsored two cultural events featuring renowned musicians Annapuri Khan and Vishwa Mohan Bhatt, drawing large and diverse audiences. In May, the Sigur Center hosted the 13th Annual Gaston Sigur Memorial Lecture, featuring University Professor Harry Harding discussing the U.S.-China relationship.

The center and its scholars received a variety of grants and gifts that advanced research, education, and outreach during 2008-09. Edward A. McCord was supported by a grant from the Starr Foundation East Asian Studies Endowment Fund to spend fall 2008 at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, NJ. The National Science Foundation awarded Bruce J. Dickson a major grant to conduct research on “Generating Popular Support in Non-Democratic Regimes: The Case of China.” David Shambaugh awarded a Senior Research Fellowship by the Fulbright Program, will spend 2009-10 at the Institute of World Economics and Politics at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing. A grant from the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office funded several events, including a conference on the future of U.S.-Taiwan relations under new administrations in Washington and Taipei, a conference on cross-strait relations, a roundtable on Taiwan as an international economic actor, and a roundtable on political changes in Taiwan. With support from The Henry Luce Foundation, the center held a conference on “Globalization and Migration in Asia.”

In 2008, the center successfully reapplied for its status as a Center of Academic Excellence within The George Washington University—a designation it has held since 2003. The award helps to underwrite faculty travel and research, as well as undergraduate and graduate field study grants and scholarships.

Marking a new record, the Sigur Center allocated more than $300,000 to students for 24 fellowships. The center sponsored the research of four graduate students in China, Indonesia, and India, and funded the language studies of 11 other undergraduate and graduate students in India, China, Taiwan, and South Korea. Additionally, the center’s India Initiative received a gift from GW alumni Sanju Puri to support a student scholarship in India studies. This type of support promotes academic excellence and deepens GW’s engagement with Asia.
Since 9/11, U.S. and international policymakers have rediscovered the importance of communicating with foreign publics, understanding international media and public opinion, and finding new and better ways to exercise “smart power” around the world. The Institute for Public Diplomacy and Global Communication (IPDGC), a joint initiative of the Elliott School and the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences’ School of Media and Public Affairs, is dedicated to creating a forum for innovative research on and study of the growing role of communication in international affairs.

In 2008-09, the institute sponsored several events related to the U.S. presidential transition. In September 2008, it organized a panel discussion on “Public Diplomacy in the Next Administration,” featuring several leading scholars and policymakers. The event attracted a standing-room-only crowd and C-SPAN coverage. In January 2009, Undersecretary of State for Public Diplomacy James Glassman delivered his “valedictory” speech, reflecting on his tenure in the State Department during the Bush administration.

In December, IPDGC co-sponsored with the Broadcasting Board of Governors a panel discussion marking the 60th anniversary of the U.N. Declaration on Human Rights.

IPDGC faculty—drawn from both the Elliott School and the School of Media and Public Affairs—command deep respect for their expertise. Almost half of the group of experts invited to brief the Presidential Transition Team on Public Diplomacy in January 2009 was comprised of institute-affiliated faculty, including co-directors Sean Aday and Marc Lynch, as well as affiliated faculty members Mark Taplin, Barry Fulton, Bruce Gregory, and Kristin Lord. In 2008-09, Aday also worked on government and media capacity training projects in Mosul, Iraq, and Kandahar, Afghanistan, funded by the U.S. and Canadian governments.

The institute takes advantage of its proximity to the U.S. federal government, embassies, international organizations, and foreign media outlets to serve as an important bridge between the academic and policy communities. In February, it hosted a half-day workshop co-sponsored with the World Bank, exploring the challenges of transparent government communication and development. This is part of a larger project with the Bank to conduct government and media capacity training and outreach in the developing world.
Engaging On Policy Challenges

The answers to some of the world’s most difficult problems require fresh perspectives. At the Elliott School, we believe in the value of dialogue and debate, and we provide a unique platform for parties of different academic, professional, national, and ideological backgrounds to exchange ideas. Our scholars produce innovative new research, and our engagement efforts ensure that our scholarship is integrated into the public dialogue. Elliott School faculty frequently share their expertise with policymakers seeking deeper knowledge of particular issues, and the media often rely on our scholars to provide analyses of developing events.

GW’s Frank Sesno (center) and CNN Chief International Correspondent Christiane Amanpour discuss the foreign policy challenges facing the United States with (L-R) former U.S. secretaries of state Warren Christopher, Henry Kissinger, Madeleine K. Albright, James A. Baker III, and Colin Powell.
A FORUM FOR DIALOGUE AND DEBATE

The Elliott School hosted more than 260 public events in 2008-09, giving members of our academic community tremendous opportunities to interact with a wide array of leaders from government, the media, business, and academia.

In 2008, we launched the “U.S. Foreign Policy Priorities” series, which examined the international issues facing the new U.S. presidential administration. In a marquee event, five former U.S. Secretaries of State came together in September 2008 for a vigorous discussion about the state of the world and U.S. foreign policy under the 44th president. The former secretaries—Madeleine K. Albright, James A. Baker III, Colin Powell—offered advice about reinvigorating U.S. diplomatic leadership on issues from climate change to genocide. The event, moderated by Elliott School faculty member Frank Senso and CNN correspondent Christiane Amanpour, was broadcast on CNN to a worldwide audience.

In another event, Secretary-General of the Organization of American States José Miguel Insulza encouraged the Obama administration to create a more robust and balanced dialogue with Latin America. In total, the Elliott School hosted nineteen events in the series in 2008-09.

In September 2008, Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah discussed Kuwait-U.S. relations in an event sponsored by the Middle East Policy Forum. At the event, GW President Steven Knapp presented his first President’s Medal to Prime Minister Al-Sabah. The forum also presented the Annual Kuwait Chair Lecture, with an overview of important Middle East policy issues from Edward W. Gnehm Jr., the Kuwait Professor of Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Affairs. John D. Negroponte, who was then U.S. deputy secretary of state, discussed the future of U.S. involvement in Iraq at another Middle East Policy Forum event.

With the generous support of Elliott School faculty member Frank Senso and CNN correspondent Christiane Amanpour, was broadcast on CNN to a worldwide audience.

Also in the “U.S. Foreign Policy Priorities” series, past and present Elliott School leaders—Dean Michael E. Brown and former deans Maurice A. East and Harry Harding—offered their foreign policy advice to President-elect Barack Obama two days after the November election. In another event, Secretary-General of the Organization of American States José Miguel Insulza encouraged the Obama administration to create a more robust and balanced dialogue with Latin America. In total, the Elliott School hosted nineteen events in the series in 2008-09.

In September 2008, Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah discussed Kuwait-U.S. relations in an event sponsored by the Middle East Policy Forum. At the event, GW President Steven Knapp presented his first President’s Medal to Prime Minister Al-Sabah. The forum also presented the Annual Kuwait Chair Lecture, with an overview of important Middle East policy issues from Edward W. Gnehm Jr., the Kuwait Professor of Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Affairs. John D. Negroponte, who was then U.S. deputy secretary of state, discussed the future of U.S. involvement in Iraq at another Middle East Policy Forum event.
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Several faculty members taught at the Foreign Service Institute, training U.S. diplomats soon to be posted overseas. Marc Lynch lectured on Iraq, the Middle East, and Islamic movements. Karl F. Inderfurth discussed South Asia. Bruce J. Dickson spoke on “The Nuts and Bolts of the Chinese Political System.”

Elliott School faculty members provided expert testimony on a range of subjects. Space Policy Institute Director Scott Pace appeared before the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform to discuss “GPS: Can We Avoid a Gap in Service?”

Other members of the Elliott School’s faculty received appointments and honors from respected academies, councils, and government agencies in 2008-09:

- Edward W. Gnehm Jr. was elected to the executive committee of the American Academy of Diplomacy;  
- David Alan Grier was elected to the Board of Governors of IEEE Computer Society;  
- Hope M. Harrison was named chair of the Advisory Council of the Kennan Institute at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars;  
- Peter J. Hotez was elected to the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies;  
- Marc Lynch was a member of the 2008 Freedom House International Solidarity Committee;  
- David Shambaugh was elected as an Honorary Research Professor at the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences.

ILLUMINATING COMPLEX ISSUES

Elliott School faculty members provide insightful analysis and opinion on international events, bringing their scholarship to a wider audience through newspapers, journals, the Internet, radio, and television. Our faculty members published more than 100 op-eds and were interviewed by the media more than 500 times in 2008-09.

Hossain G. Askari advised the U.S. government to proceed cautiously with Iran in the Los Angeles Times. In The Washington Times, James M. Goldgeier said the war in Afghanistan is a crucial test for the future of NATO. Writing in the same paper, Henry R. Nau said that President Obama risked NATO’s future success to undertake a risky collective security partnership with Russia.

Susan Ariel Aaronson discussed the global financial crisis with Australia’s Meet the Press. Amita Etkin proposed a strategy to stimulate the economy without increasing the federal deficit in a guest post on The Wall Street Journal blog “RealTime Economics.”

On CSPAN, Henry J. Farrell discussed his American Prospect article on the ways technology is renewing civic engagement. Harvey B. Feigenbaum argued that television privatization has led to the erosion of national identities and a loss of cultural diversity in Policy and Society. In a Voice of America interview, Scott Pace discussed the ways deteriorating American-Russian relations might limit U.S. opportunities in space. Jerrold M. Post discussed Vladimir Putin’s role in the Russian government on CNN’s Situation Room.

Writing in the International Herald Tribune, David Shambaugh argued that the U.S. image in Asia remained strong. On PBS, Deepa Ollapally discussed the military conflict in Sri Lanka and the humanitarian conditions there. Shawn F. McHale was interviewed on Radio Free Asia’s Vietnamese language program.

Brook Beshah discussed the Zimbabwe election crisis in two live appearances on BBC News. In a Baltimore Sun column, Walter Reich, former director of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, said anti-Semitism was on the rise. In the same newspaper, Karl F. Inderfurth argued that the United States should adhere to treaties to eradicate land mines and cluster munitions. Shortly after the U.S. presidential election, Inderfurth called for the Obama administration to focus immediately on Afghanistan, in an International Herald Tribune op-ed.

GW President Steven Knapp, Dean Michael E. Brown, and Amb. Edward W. Gnehm Jr. traveled to the Middle East for 11 days in March 2009, stopping in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates to meet with senior government officials, business leaders, university officials and scholars, journalists, GW alumni, and other members of the GW community.
Supporting Our Mission

At the Elliott School, we prepare today’s students to be tomorrow’s global leaders. Elliott School alumni work in prominent international positions as ambassadors; policymakers; global business leaders; and advocates for human rights, conflict resolution, and democratization, as well as thousands of other positions around the world. When you make a gift to the Elliott School, you help to shape the future.
At no time in history has it been more important to equip the next generation of leaders with the tools they will need to address critical international issues. The next generation of leaders must have the depth and breadth of knowledge necessary to tackle complex problems in a constantly changing global landscape. Support from our benefactors helps prepare our students with the knowledge, skills, and determination to face these issues head-on and fashion innovative and lasting policy solutions.

We are on a path to transform The George Washington University’s Elliott School of International Affairs into a teaching, research, and policy powerhouse that will take full advantage of our unique opportunity to make the world a better place. Our location is an extraordinary intellectual and institutional asset that provides us with unmatched opportunities to connect with the U.S. and international policy communities. Gifts from our supporters have multiplier effects that are translated into action.

In 2008-09, gifts provided important resources that strengthened the Elliott School’s institutes and centers. These included initial funding for the new Institute for Security and Conflict Studies; additional operating support for the Institute for Middle East Studies; important research and programmatic funding for the Institute for International Economic Policy; key support for the Sigur Center’s China Policy Program and India Initiative; and continued support of the work of the Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies.

Generous gifts also made it possible for students to attend the Elliott School and for students and faculty to engage in important research activities and projects. This support included critical funding for undergraduate scholarships, graduate fellowships, graduate student internships, and innovative faculty and student research, as well as support for the Middle East Policy Forum, the Space Policy Institute, African studies, and the Center for International Science and Technology Policy.

Support to the Elliott School’s Dean’s Fund provided funding for special opportunities that strengthened the school’s teaching, research, and policy engagement efforts. This included the school’s robust special events program, which brought important global leaders to the school, including five former U.S. secretaries of state, former deputy secretary-general of the United Nations Louise Fréchette, Lieutenant General Karl Eikenberry, now U.S. ambassador to Afghanistan; and Joaquim Alberto Chissano, former president of Mozambique. A 2009 gift extended the reach of these special events by launching the Elliott School’s Web Video Initiative, providing funds to post video of prominent seminars, panel discussions, and events on the school’s website, thereby enhancing learning for the wider GW community and citizens around the world.

“I support the China Policy Program at the Elliott School of International Affairs because one never knows who you will meet. The young man sitting next to me in 1975 in my China Policy course taught by Harold Hinton was none other than David Shambaugh! That’s why I support the China Policy Program!”

— Christopher J. Fussner (B.A. ’75)

Christopher J. Fussner (left) and Michael E. Brown

At GW’s Elliott School of International Affairs, we continue to be inspired and strengthened by the generosity of our donors. Financial contributions, sponsorships, and grants from alumni, parents, foundations, corporations, and friends have given our students and faculty the resources they need to extend their excellent work and address critical global challenges. For those who have joined our community of supporters, we thank you. For those considering a gift to the Elliott School—we invite you to join us and help shape the future.
The Elliott School International Council was created in 1997 to serve as an advisory body to the dean and as a source of intellectual, organizational, and financial support for the school. Since its creation, the council has made tremendous contributions to the school’s institutional development. Council members are generous with their time, expertise, and resources.
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ENDOWMENTS

Annual interest from endowment funds provides important income to the Elliott School. This revenue is used to fund scholarships and fellowships for talented students, to attract and retain the best faculty, and to fund research initiatives.

Juliet Bland Fund
A 1994 unrestricted bequest from Juliet Bland (B.S.‘37) provides support for lectures, seminars, and visiting and adjunct professors.

Maria H. Davis European Studies Fund
A 1991 gift from William Earl Davis in memory of his wife, Maria H. Davis, supports research and graduate fellowships for faculty and students who study Europe.

Evelyn E. and Lloyd H. Elliott Fund
Annual income from the Elliott Fund supports the Gaston Sigur Professorship and other important Elliott School programs.

David H. Miller Memorial Endowment for African Studies
The Miller Endowment was created in 2004 to advance African studies through scholarships, lectures, and events.

Florence Nesh Endowment Fund
Income from the Nesh Fund supports selected activities of the Center for International Science and Technology Policy.

William and Helen Petrach Endowment for Ukrainian Exchanges and Programs
This 1995 gift by William Petrach supports an exchange program with L’Viv University in Ukraine and activities such as adjunct professorships, seminars, workshops, and colloquia.

Korea Foundation Endowment
This endowment from the Korea Foundation of the Republic of Korea supports one professorship in Korean history and one professorship in Korean politics.

Kuwait Professorship for Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Affairs
In 2005, the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences established and endowed the Kuwait Professorship.

Yitzhak Rabin Memorial Chair
Created in 1999, the Rabin endowment supports a chaired professorship at the Elliott School.

John O. Rankin Endowment
The 1951 bequest of John O. Rankin supports activities related to the training of candidates for careers in the Foreign Service.

Sigur Center for Asian Studies Fund
Created by friends of Gaston Sigur, this endowment supports selected activities and programs of the Sigur Center.

PROFESSORSHIPS AND FACULTY SUPPORT

Edgar R. Baker Professorship

International Council Endowment for Part-Time Faculty
Established with gifts from members of the International Council, this endowment supports part-time faculty.

International Council Endowed Professorship in International Affairs
This professorship was created by members of the International Council in 2005 in honor of former dean Harry Harding.

Japan-U.S. Relations Chair
A 1999 gift from the Council for Better Corporate Citizenship created this chair for the study of Japan-U.S. relations.

Robert R. Bankwille Scholarship
A 1993 gift from Mrs. Mildred Bankwille in memory of her son, Robert R. Bankwille, established this general scholarship fund.

Mary Darnell Blaney and Winfield Scott Blaney Fellowships
The bequest of Jeannette B. Stuyver was received in 1983 to support fellowships in international relations. They are named in memory of her parents.

Wilbur J. Carr Memorial Award
In 1962, Edith K. Carr, a former trustee of the University, established an award in memory of her husband, who graduated from the School of Comparative Jurisprudence and Diplomacy in 1899. This award is given annually to a senior who has demonstrated outstanding ability in the study of international affairs.

John Henry Cowles Prize
The Cowles Prize was established in 1991 for the senior with the highest academic average.

Maria H. Davis European Studies Fund
This endowment was established in 1991 by William Earl Davis in memory of his wife, Maria H. Davis. The Maria H. Davis fund supports research and graduate fellowships for faculty and students in the Elliott School of International Affairs.

Kim and Derek Dewan Endowed Scholarship
Established in 2009, this fund provides need-based student aid for undergraduate students enrolled in the Elliott School of International Affairs.

Edward M. Feegly Scholarship Endowment Fund in Honor of Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
Established in 2007, this fund provides annual scholarship support for undergraduate students.

Norman Harold Friend Student Prize
This fund provides an annual award to an undergraduate student majoring in international affairs who has demonstrated academic excellence.

Frederick R. Houser Endowed Scholarship Fund
A 2000 bequest from Frederick R. Houser (B.A.’48, M.A.’50) supports scholarship awards to undergraduate students.

Keiser Fellowship
This fellowship gift helped the Elliott School of International Affairs recruit four outstanding international students for the 2009-10 academic year.

Thaddeus A. Lindner and Mary Jean Lindner Scholarship Fund
Established in 1985 by Thaddeus A. Lindner (B.A.’51, Hon. D.P.S.’94) and Mary Jean Lindner, this fund supports scholarships for undergraduate students in the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Business, and the Elliott School of International Affairs.

Dorothy and Charles Moore Fellowship in International Development Studies
This endowment funds an annual fellowship for a graduate student in the International Development Studies program.

J. B. and Maurice C. Shapiro Fellowship
This fund, created in 1992 by the J. B. and Maurice C. Shapiro Charitable Trust, supports graduate fellowships.

Lulu M. Shepard Endowment
A 1946 bequest from Lulu M. Shepard supports the education of students desiring to enter the Foreign Service.

Videtto Family Annual Scholarship Award
A 2008 gift to support a GW student to study at Waseda University in Japan.

Jack C. Voelbel Memorial Scholarship
A bequest from Jack C. Voelbel made in 1996 provides income for scholarships to students studying the United Nations or international affairs.

Naomi Poling Wawrabis Award
Established in 1996 in memory of Naomi Wawrabis (MA’93), this fund offers an award to a female graduate student specializing in Central or Eastern European studies.

Helen and Sergius Yakobson Graduate Scholarship in Russian and East European Studies
GW Professor Helen Yakobson established this fund in 1987 to provide an annual scholarship to a graduate student with a major or minor in Russian or East European Studies.
Our Supporters

L’ENFANT SOCIETY

The L’Enfant Society is named for the architect of the city of Washington, Pierre-Charles L’Enfant, whose vision guided its growth. The most prestigious of GW’s gift societies, the L’Enfant Society recognizes donors whose generosity and foresight have a transformational and enduring impact on GW. Membership is extended to individuals, corporations, and foundations whose annual or cumulative giving totals $1,000,000 or more.

L’Enfant Society members who have made contributions to the Elliott School:

J. B. & Maurice C. Shapiro Charitable Trust
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
The Pew Charitable Trusts

1821 BENEFACTORS

Established in 2004, this society was named in honor of the year the University was founded and embodies both the spirit of GW and the spirit of private philanthropy. Membership is extended to individuals, corporations, and foundations whose annual or cumulative giving totals $1,000,000 or more.

1821 Benefactors who have made contributions to the Elliott School:

Marc Abrahams
Anonymous
AT&T Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Charles and Kathleen Maraz
The Coca-Cola Company
Council for Better Corporate Citizenship
Lasta Tusker (Hon. D.P.S.’97)
Lloyd H. Elliott (Hon. L.L.D.’89)
and Evelyn E. Elliott
Amol Ezzoni
Fannie Mae Foundation
Ford Foundation
Freeman Foundation
Government of the State of Kuwait
Korea Foundation
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences
Thaddeus A. Lindner (B.A.’51, Hon. D.P.S.’94) and Mary Jean W. Lindner
Lockheed Martin Corporation
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Smith Richardson Foundation

GEORGE WASHINGTON SOCIETY

The George Washington Society was named to honor the forward-thinking spirit of the University’s namesake, whose vision has guided GW’s growth. Membership in the George Washington Society is extended to alumni and friends whose annual or lifetime giving totals $500,000 to $999,000. Grandfathered members with lifetime giving over $1,000,000 are included.

George Washington Society members who have made contributions to the Elliott School:

Albert Abramson, Esq. (L.L.B.’79)
Patricia Arcoleo
Mihdred H. Banville
Howard M. and Sondra Bender
Jose A. Brito (B.A.’77, M.A.’79)
and Lucia Brito (B.A.’79)
Marshall N. Carter (M.A.’76)
and Missy Carter
Melvin S. and Ryna Cohen
Jack W. and Pamela Cummings
William E. Davis
Karen L. Eisenbud (B.A.’84)
and Todd Eisenbud

EXxonMobil Corporation
Marguerite Faustman
Edward M. Felege (B.A.’58)
Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund
Christopher J. Fusner (B.A.’79) and Annie Chen
James W. Gerard V. (B.A.’83) and Emanuela Gerard
Albert Gore Jr. and Tipper Gore
Diana B. Henriques (B.A.’69) and Laurence B. Henriques Jr.
A. Michael and Mercedes Hoffman
Dorothy A. and Charles A. Moore Jr.
David A. Nadler (B.A.’70)
National Academy of Sciences
Florence Nash
Robert J. Polasky Jr. (M.A.’83) and Mahsa Polasky
William Petrach
Pitney Bowes, Inc.
Abe Pollin (B.A.’45) and Irene Pollin
Walter R. Roberts
Noah A. and Martha Debebe Samara
Lee P. and Carol K. Sigelman
Charles R. Siter (B.A.’54)
Sumner Gerard Foundation

THE TEMPIETTO CIRCLE OF THE HERITAGE SOCIETY

The Tempietto Circle of the Heritage Society, named for the tempietto (“little temple”) that stands as a campus landmark in Kogan Plaza, recognizes those individuals who have made a planned gift of $500,000 or more to the University.

Tempietto Circle members who have made contributions to the Elliott School:

Marc Abrahams
Lloyd H. Elliott (Hon. L.L.D.’89)
and Evelyn E. Elliott
Christopher J. Fusner (B.A.’79) and Annie Chen
Thaddeus A. Lindner (B.A.’51, Hon. D.P.S.’94) and Mary Jean W. Lindner
Dorothy A. and Charles A. Moore Jr.
Estate of William Petrach
Hendrik W. Vistor (B.A.’43)

HERITAGE SOCIETY

The Heritage Society recognizes individuals who have made documented planned gifts to the University. These gift plans, which include annuities, trusts, and bequests, establish a permanent legacy for each supporter.

Heritage Society members who have made contributions to the Elliott School:

Joseph L. Arbya (B.A.’61)
Ernest S. Auerbach (B.A.’58, J.D.’61)
and Jeannette Auerbach
Mildred H. Banville
Marguerite Faustman
Edward M. Felege (B.A.’58)
Casimir Filipowicz (B.A.’56) and Rose Filipowicz
Fredrick R. House (B.A.’48, J.D.’73)
Naomi M. Laughlin (B.A.’58)*
William H. Shaw (B.A.’70, J.D.’73) and Glenn Shaw (A.A.’72)
Gilbert L. Shirk (B.A.’59)
The Luther Rice Society is named for 19th century missionary Luther Rice. Rice was a fervent advocate of education who, driven by George Washington’s vision, lobbied President James Monroe and Congress to officially charter the institution and raise the $6,000 needed to purchase land for the Columbian College—now The George Washington University.

Members of the Luther Rice Society carry on the tradition by helping GW maintain its status as one of the top universities in the country. Membership in the Luther Rice Society is extended to alumni, friends, parents, faculty, and staff who make gifts of $1,000 to $24,999 between July 1 and June 30 of each fiscal year; and to recent graduates who make annual gifts of $250 to $999.

Luther Rice Society members who have made contributions to the Elliott School:

Jessica A. Acimovic (B.A.’01)
Anonymous
Ellen L. Beauchamp and Michael Mustafaga
Ann L. Becker (M.A.’76) and David Muschler+
Timothy J. Beresford (B.A.’00)+
Brendan Boerbaatz (B.A.’08)
Melissa L. Bradley (B.A.’96)
Michael E. Brown and Chantal de Jonge Oudraat
Nathan J. and Judith Brown
Gail Miller Brownfield (M.Ed.’98) and Kenneth Brownfield
Kevin Callwood (B.A.’79)
Kyung Cho-Miller+ Kevin J. Conboy (B.B.A.’85, M.B.A.’88, M.S.’93)+ James A. Core (M.A.’96) and Wendy Core (M.A.’94)
Judson A. Crane (B.A.’07)
Roger W. Cressey III (M.A.’91)
Jeannie Hunter Cross (M.A.’78)+
Adam J. Crown (B.A.’05)
Jack W. and Pamela Cumming
Derek and Kim Dewan
Anneliese H. Duncan
Lloyd H. Elliott (Hon. L.L.D.’89) and Evelyn E. Elliott+
Karen S. Elbayar (M.A.’08, J.D.’08)
Ryan J. Evans (B.A.’08)
Andrew and Susan Fitch
Christopher J. Fussner (B.A.’79) and Annie Chen+
Richard N. and Gail Gates
James W. Gerard V (B.A.’83) and Emanuela Gerard+
Bennet R. Goldberg (B.A.’76)+
Joshua N. Gordon (B.A.’08)
Julia G. Gregory (B.A.’74) and Warren T. Gregory
Samantha R. Gross (B.A.’09)
Louis Grumet (B.A.’66) and Barbara Grumet+
Maria Gwira (B.A.’06)
Harry Harding
Diana Henriquez (B.A.’69) and Laurence Henriquez
Michael John Hope (B.A.’79)+
David W. Janius (M.A.’97) and Rosemary Hyson+
Jon M. Kataza (B.A.’88)
Louis H. and Irene Katz+ Joseph A. Kiehl (B.A.’72, M.A.’86) and Doris Kiehl+
Arthur and Belinda Keiser
Eric Kim (B.A.’03)
Christopher T. Kiple (B.A.’06)
Van Z. Krikorian (B.A.’91)
Tara L. Lovasseur (M.A.’06)
Michael G. Logothetis
Charles Manatt (L.L.B.’62, Hon. L.L.D.’08) and Kathleen Manatt
Heather S. Martin (B.A.’09)
John B. McGowan Jr. (B.A.’78)+
Jack E. McQuiston (M.S.’69)+
Timothy J. Medina (B.A.’88) and Maria Gabriela Medina+
Gera and James R. Millar+
Geraldine L. Monteinos (B.A.’09)
Edwin J. Montgomery Jr. (M.S.’72) and Lucia Montgomery+
Gerard M. and Elaine Monticollo
Traci C. Mulligan (B.A.’88)+
Matthew M. Nolan (M.A.’94) and Lilian Nolan+
Maria Penezola-Reed (B.A.’87) and Steven Reed
Colleen R. Praxmarer (B.A.’08)
Maria A. Proestou (B.A.’92)
Sanjay K. Puri (M.B.A.’35)
Kennan W. Rapp (M.A.’99)
Martha N. Rashid+
Mark F. Raymond
Shawn Lawrence Raymond (B.A.’94)+
Lewis B. Redd (M.B.A.’79)
Philip W. and Peggy Reitz
Carl A. Richardson (M.A.’99)
John P. Richardson (M.A.’64) and Joyce Richardson+
John P Ryan and Adrianne Mazura
Joseph M. Saka (B.A.’04)
Leveo V. Sanchez (M.A.’58) and Patricia M. Sanchez (B.A.’58)
Timothy C. Sandozky (J.D.’81, M.A.’82)+
Susan E. Schechter (B.A.’74)+
Anand R. Shah (B.A.’09)
Douglas B. Shaw
Jennifer A. Shore (M.A.’96) and Hadi Habal+
Estelle Sigur
Steven L. Skancke (B.A.’72, M.Phil.’78, Ph.D.’81) and Nancy Skancke (J.D.’75)+
Henry Stackpole III (M.S.’70)
R. Dale Stephenson
Elisabeth C. Therrien (B.A.’96)
Rebecca Brown Thompson (M.A.’91)+
Adrian A. Uberto (B.A.’09)
Norma R. Vavolizza (M.A.’77)
Dietz Voesar (B.A.’68, M.A.’70)+
Rebecca W. Wexler (B.A.’06)
Natalie Wilkinson (M.A.’00)
Robert H. Windrop (M.I.P.’02)
Maria Celis Wirth (B.A.’68) and Peter Wirth
Lisa M. Witsniski (B.A.’78)+
Richard L. Wolf (B.A.’72)+
Frank Chi-Hung Wong (B.A.’79)

*LIFE CHANGING* 

As global challenges become increasingly complex, an education that prepares students to tackle those challenges becomes even more important. My Elliott School education has served me well at all stages of my career, in both the public and private sectors, and I am sure it will continue to do so in the future. I am proud to be an alumna, an International Council member, and a supporter at the Luther Rice Society level.”

— Jennifer Shore (M.A.’96)
Gifts from the Eliot School’s many supporters are vitally important and deeply appreciated. These lists acknowledge gifts received from July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009.

Friends
Edward and Roseann Alexander
Maria M. Apud
Richard H. Banks
Andrew S. and Nancy M. Barnes
Richard J. Barnes
Jerald A. Bolotsky
Raymond E. Benson
Andrew Bacha Jr.
Marc Bianchi
Keith and Pamela Boyette
Marianne P. Broadwell
Thomas and Leona Brown
Michael C. Burstein
Dorothy Wolf Burt
Joseph J. and Pamela J. Cala
Daniel J. Callahan III
Matthew S. Chester
Kyung Cho-Miller
B. Elaine Clark
Janet M. Clark
J. Donnell Cohen
Roberts and Carolyn Coles
Robert H. and Teresia M. Cornier
Edward J. and Helen S. Cooper
David Y. and Constance O. Curton
Erin M. DeKay
Andrew J. Drake
Robert W. and Susan M. Draper
Annellese H. Duncan
Robert Rene Dupuy
Anthony F. D. Durham
Theodore C. Felger
Tom and Susan Flanagan
John M. Flynn
Audrey D. Free
Marshall Goldman
Meryl Goldman
Sung Ho Hahn
Harry Harding
Sandra M. Halter
Keith S. Heller
John and Nancy Hemphill
Larry G. Hepinstall
Henry T. Hetzger
Joel A. Hetzger
Pamela Hohn
Christine Holden
Charles and Lynn Hoopes
John J. Hutter Jr.
George Jacobs
Elizabeth A. Jenkins
John and Rasma Karlikis
Charlotte F. Katz
Daniel R. Kazmer
Sally P. Kennedy
Michelle Klein
John C. and Jennifer P. Kluge
Hiromi Koyama
Ruth W. Kraemer
James A. Kudzal
Elizabeth O. La Stati
Jeffrey S. and Cinda K. Lack
Debra F. Lepore
Glynis D. Long
William F. Mack
Gyewu Mahama
Stanley R. Marquez
Robert J. Martin
Julia Adele Levitt Medin
Elaine Tahmazian Meuse
Aki Nakao
Larry D. Neal
Harvey W. Nielsen
Mary Ann Nichols
Florence H. Norton
William E. O’Brien III
Kristine Offerdal
Jody K. Olsen
Ellen Rosenbush Orseck
Aurora K. Pajek
John and Peggy Papp
Leon Pensky
Richard and Marjorie Peppers
Jessica S. Piccinini
Donald J. Raleigh
Martha N. Rashid
Malcolm and Kathleen Ream
Peter and Elizabeth Reddaway
Frank Perley Reiche
Anne Richer
Abishkel Saini
Estelle Sirug
Joe T. San Agustin
Norman E. Saul
Maria V. Savell
Albert J. Schmidt
Walter H. Schultz Jr.
Anne Sibbald
Jennifer J. Sieck
Elaine S. Simon
Jane T. Smith
Harvey D. and Kathleen K. Snyder
Peter Spencer
E. Tillman and Genevieve R. Storling
Michelle M. Suarez
Mike Sussov
Walter and Marilyn Szczerski
Bernard E. and Kathryn E. Taylor
John R. Thomas
Kathryn G. Tibbetts
Franklin and Ellen Toker
Joan Barth Urban
Carole O. Wake
Robert S. Walker
Mary Jane Wall
Louisa C. Watson
Michael E. Wederell
Lynette Daryl Wigels
James C. Wigen
Ann Wolff
Michael S. and Valentine Wolly
Mary A. Zoellner
Amy F. Zucker
Parents
Regina and Marie Achilles
Richard and Elizabeth Ambinder
Anonymous
Aida A. Argyri
Edward W. Ashford
Marie-Jose Babouder-Matta
Denis Bander and Margaret Dulanter
Keith D. and Julianne Baumann
Ellen L. Beauchamp and Michael Mustafaga
William and Teresa Boardman
Michael A. Bogdonoff
Lenford Bowman
David and Bridget Boyden
Don Bradley
Lisa Bragg
Richard Buaroni
Francis Byrne
Christine Byrne
Bradford and Nancy Cain
Christopher H. Carlson
Julia Carosella
Mack L. Carter Jr.
Ericson and Grata Catipo
Maria Celis-Wirth and Peter Wirth
Laurence S. Chase
Winston J. Chamy
Adele Chernelko-Paulin
James and Bridig Christenson
Robert Cook
Jack W. and Pamela Cumming
Thomas and Nancy Dachille
Thomas M. Daly
Richard Davidson
Michel A. Daze and Beverly Baughman
Michel de Koniklo Thye
and Harriette Reesin
Kim and Derek Dewan
Eugenio DiClemente
Joseph L. Dorfman
Robert F. Dunton
Maher Elsheikh
Anthony Eminni
Kathleen Engel
Lilliam M. Fajardo
William F. Farrar
Bruce Ference
Eileen B. Fetten
Darlene Fields
Kathleen Fischer
Douglas and Kathleen Fischer
Andrew and Susan Frelich
Brian P. and Patricia A. Frizsimons
Anthony Francolino
Bruce and Jody Friedman
Thomas and Jane Gabriele
Richard N. Gates
Philip C. Genetos
Joseph and Barbara Dangan
Peter Glint
Roger and Nicole Goodstein
John C. Gordon
David Grace and Patricia Grace-Nasby
William Greenspan
Julia Gregory (B.A.’74)
and Worren G. Gregory
Miroslav Hakalek
Timothy F. Hamill
Carol Hartman
Jeffery Hayes
Olga C. Hernandez
John and Alba Herzberg
Harry G. Higham
Robert D. Hild
Christina Hill (B.A.’73)
and Howard Price
Emanuel and Karen Hirsch
Julie Hodges
William C. Hoover
Karen Horton-Loughridge
Sheryl Hutchens
Alan Jacobowitz and Robyn Miller
* Deceased    + Five-Year Consistent Donor
FACULTY AND STAFF

Khadijah J. Al-Amin-El+
Taylor Bodrie Stell
Michael E. Brown
Nathan J. Brown
Eniko Zsuzsa Csergo (M.A.’92, Ph.D.’00)
Molly S. Frost
David L. Garofalo (B.A.’90)
James M. Goldgeier
Allen R. Hall
Louis H. Katz+
Christopher T. Kiple (B.A.’06)
Harriet A. Little (M.A.’81)
Angeli Mathur (B.S.’82)
Cynthia McClintock+
Edward A. McCord+
Amy E. Mulry
Henry R. Nau
Margaret A. Now
Douglas B. Shaw
David H. Shinn (B.A.’63, M.A.’64, Ph.D.’80+)
Nathan Slusser
R. Dale Stephenson
Steven M. Suranovic
Annie L. Vink

ALUMNI

Alumni donors are listed by graduation year. Individuals with multiple degrees from GW are listed in each year of graduation.

1939
Albert F. Pudley Jr.
1943
Kimber E. Vought
1947
William E. O’Connor+
1948
Lewis Hoffacker+
1949
Spero J. Papapotas+
1950
Juell R. Ness+
Lindley C. Pugh Jr.
Louise M. Rowner
Samuel L. Simon+
Donald W. Stegers
1952
Roderick Alderton
1953
Hugh Olds Jr.
1954
L. Dayton Coe II+
1956
L. Dayton Coe II+
Barbara Sillars Harvey+
Tore Haugsto+
1957
Vello Ederna+
Lynn Ray Hoopes+
1958
Valerie B. Kitchens+
Levoie V. Sanchez
1960
Catherine H. Gregg+
Thomas L. Gregg+
Charles R. Landon Jr.+
Roger O. Moore
1961
Joseph L. Arbene+
Robert W. Elbeck
Maurice W. Kendall
Judith Irwin Moul+
1963
Nicholas A. Castruccio+
Laurens Dorsey
David H. Shinn+
J. Clarke Van Bloom+
Thomas A. Warden+
1964
Joseph D. Domazalski+
Valerie B. Kitchens+
William M. Michaels

* DECEASED  + FIVE-YEAR CONSISTENT DONOR
Rosalind Anne Spigel
Thomas John Wojda

1982
Lorraine Merghart Ballard
Debora A. Fisher
Edeltraut Gilgan-Hunt
Edward Joseph Hunter III+
Deborah A. Kaple
James B. Quigley
Jonathan Bradley Rickert+
Timothy Carlyle Sandusky+
Michelle K. Schmidt+
Glenn Strahs+

1983
Martin Luis Burt
Shelia Marie DeTurk
James W. Gerard V+
Susan Carrie Gigli
Sean Michael Harrigan
Alexander B. Kippin+
John V. O’Hara
Robert J. Polsky Jr.+
Kurt Fraser Seafath
Curtiss W. Steiner
Carolyn Kline Steitzner+
Dina S. Towbin
Caroline-Wagner McIntosh

1984
Caryn L. Bonosevich
Jean F. Boone
Anne Teresa Flack
Nancy L. Lindas
Stephanie Loiscono
Robert Alfred Marshall+
Tracie Elizabeth Monk
Andrea Nicoletti Brun
Matthew Mosher Nobin+
Charles Trego Prindleville III+
Michael Scott Quinn+

1985
Jaber K. Altsaaki+
Kristina Bouweiri
Donald J. Carney
Scott Arthur Daniels+
Gerald A. Holmes+
Robert Stephen Martin+
Abby R. Ribbans
Marcelo C. Rodriguez
Laura Smith Terpstra+

1986
Susan I. Carchman Blanco
Holly Knauss Clifford
Debora A. Fisher
Barbara Anne Kipila+
Kimberly B. Knell
Harry V. Lator II
Charles Trego Prindleville III+
Scott David Silverwood
Naomi Spinrad
Mark Arthur Weaver
Donna M. Nelson-Schneider
Laurie Orcz Smith
Steven Eric Phillips
Frederick-William Shellard
Curtiss W. Steiner
Ian Nicholas Wesdworth
Michael John Zack+

1988
Andrea Breuer
Philip M. Budheshwitz
Kevin Joseph Finneran
Susan Goldstein-Robinson
Jon Michael Katona
Barbara M. Laskey Ditoto
Timothy John Medina+
Jacqueline Andree Schenkel
Mitchell John Stout

1989
Danae Jean Atchison
Michael Andrew Dewitt+
Michael Hill Fitzgerald+
Timothy John Hando
Julie Anne Hennessy
Kevin Spence Kelso+
Christopher Medals+
John M. Sirek
Sonja J. Smith+
Henry Anthony Steiner

1990
Mark Edward Brophy
JoAnn Clayton Townsend
Barbara M. DeRoss-Joynt+
David Louis Garafalo
Sara Kim
Liane Morrison
Haig Napiarian
Deborah Anne Spulecki
Matthew L. Turk

1991
Holly Knauss Clifford
Thomas Eugene Cremins
Roger W. Cressey III
Charles Nicholas Frangis
Daniel James Gibbons
Susan Kay Green
Kerry A. Muse
Gina C. Martin
Ronald S. McCandless
Lisa C. Rusnak
David Robert Squires
Melanie Beth Tekirian
Rebecca Brown Thompson+

1992
Patricia Marie Newton
Surekha Nedyam Cohen
Julie Giles Cooke
Laura L. Cruz
Eniko Zusza Csergo
James Ernest Harbison
Andrew Taras Jacus
Carla Dulce Lopez-Edmunds+
Tammy Ann Medanich
Amit Kumar Misra
Susan K. Northing+
Gregory Nathorn Priddy
Maria A. Proestou
Robin D. Roch+

1993
Christina C. Bennett
Elizabeth Black
Garth Ernest Bossow
George F. Earl+
Richard Alan Granson
William Lennox Heggie
Michelle Laub Heskett
Eric D. Lundell
David Stuart McClung
Gretchis Aila Peaverly
David Vojak Sadou
Gabrielle Hope Zeller

1994
Robin Auger
Kathleen A. Billette-Saul
Andre Martin Bonmaris
Wendy K. Core
Melissa Hambly-Larios
Holly Ann Havenstick
Julie Elaine Hulstein
Ronys Janette McMillen-Driscoll
Eileen Mary Moyerahan
Shawn Lawrence Raymond+
Christina B. Rogers+
Vincent Jerome Tass+
Natalia Xiaomara
Heather M. Young+

1995
Esther L. Abenouraj+
Kristen E. Bruun-Andersen
John N. Couric+
Samantha A. Edwards+
Erik C. Hayes+
Melissa Anne Jacobs
Edward B. Karns
Kevin Richard Learned+
Kimberly M. Besse
Joel S. Ricupiti

1996
Jeffrey Scott Admiral
James Alverson+
Russell Thomas Ball
Michael John Butler
James A. Core
Elyssa Lynne Diamond
Brandon M. Fewer+
Jennifer Mikki Fujita+
Robert Christopher Gamel+
Brian Edward Graney
Hilary Sue Hag
John Bartlett Harris
Friedrich James Helmstetter+
Keith Edward Kruse
Frank Helm Myers
Scott Eric Myers
Gregory Nathorn Priddy
Jarrett C. Schultz
John E. Tent
Elizabeth C. Therrien
Michael David Williams

1997
Jeffrey B. Carter
Nicholas Cameron Cox
Jeffrey J. Fair+
Jason Arthur Gambach
Marc Trevor Greenidge
August J. Jackson
David William Junius+
Kristy A. Watkins
Cinda L. Lack+

* DECEASED  ** FIVE-YEAR CONSISTENT DONOR
Elizabeth Gray Marino∗
Gina C. Martin
Phillip S. McMillan
Aileen M. Kohut
Kasia J. Newman
Sean R. Queenan
M. Karen L. Scrivo
Elizabeth Ann Sollie
Elizabeth K. Stanton-Barrera∗
Brian Robert Sullivan
Matthew C. Zierler∗

1998
Corey William Babka
Erik Doman
Christopher James Frank∗
Ana Emilia Gaviria-Torres
Andrew J. Grauer
Emma Sanford Grimes
James Reade Kem∗
Jennifer Pedone Kluge
Gregory Evan Kraut
Regina L. Savage
Sang-Moon Noh
Jared Samos
David Anthony Schug∗
Zarek Michael Schwartz
Justin Frederick Swann
Rhea Anne Vafior

1999
Benjamin Eli Berman
Hannah M. Feinberg
Kevin Scott Fridy∗
Kendra LeAnn Gaither
Jill Mariko Hasegawa∗
Michael T. Nestor
Kennan W. Rapp

2000
Russell James Acker
Timothy Joseph Beresford∗
Katherine A. Brown
Kimberly A. Fogler
Breton L. Johnson
Charles E. Kiamie III
Amy Eileen Lestzion
Marizza Lira Liboon
Genevieve Louise Souina
Natalie Wilkison
Rebecca F. Bratter

2001
Jessica A. Acimovic
Kirsten L. Armstrong
Peter Bazos
Julie E. Bernault
Abigail L. Cadle
Charles P. Charpentier
Jean L. Duffy
Josh D. Hanson
Allison Pietroski Hetchcock
Jamie M. Marchese
Michaels R. Schrader
Stephen D. Steacy
Angela J. Tang

2002
Miriam Bates
Stephanie Payne Clarke
William Scott Finkelstein
Amanda Newman Karhuse
Abby E. Lestzion
Amy Eileen Lestzion
Stephanie Michelle Michael
Andrew Way Morrison
Audrey L. Plonk∗
Mark Alan Vander Veen
Todd R. Vollmers
Robert H. Winthrop

2003
Elena J. Anderson
Scott N. Harmon
Veronica J. Haskins
Eric Kim
Caren A. Krystopolski
Chris John Kucharzki
Bradley Allen Mewes
Tara M. Moscatello
Nikola Eliza Orlans
Evan Samuel Rosenthal
Rebecca Toler
Maharine Deborah Yaw

2004
Ellen Connelly
Matthew W. Dulan
Corissa M. Kiyon
Sebastian T. Laye
Wesley D. McCloskey
David F. Nadasi∗
Elizabeth M. Nuti
Inna Rotenberg
Joseph Mark Saka
Xiomara Adey Umana
Stavros Vasiladis
Tengfe Wu

2005
Chechana Bixarzy
Adam Jonathan Crown
Valerie Marie Dandar
Barbara M. DeRosa-Joynt∗
Chloe V. Feinberg
Donald Larry Ray Goodson
Go Kasai
Sunyoung Kim
Karen E. Kirchhasser
Jennifer Runyan Knepper
Lauren B. Mellinger
Shari C. Merrill
Evan S. Michelson
Brandon P. Muir
Sapna N. Patel
Leslie A. Payne
Katherine A. Rocco
Richard George Saliba
Sunita Harshad Shah
Sean Philip Shecter
Pablo Gabriel Velez

2006
Mohdi Kanaan Al-hassani
Amin Hassan Al-Sarraf
Timothy D. Bead IV
Melissa Liz Bradley
Anne C. Choi
Danielle Carol DeFauc
Maria B. Gwira
Katherine Ashley Hild
Adam J. Kalish
Christopher T. Kiple
Marc D. Knox
Tara L. Sanders
David F. Nadasi∗
Evangelos Preponis

2007
Miriam Bates
Judson Alexander Crane
Edward J. Debeccaro
Arteta Dunellari
David M. Foster
Mallory K. Howard
Brian R. Levey
Kara E. McGinnis
Nicole Anne Moler
Michael J. Roy
Stephen John Maura Ryan
Sam Eugene Sadle
Andrew Michael Souza
David Joseph Treat
Liang Wang

2008
Zachary T. Aune
Kareem S. Elbayar
Ryan J. Evans
Frederick J. Evert
Joshua N. Gordon
Todd B. Hansen
Shannah L. Neovils
Colleen R. Praxmarer
Marek C. Rewers
Becca S. Smith
Meghann M. Taibl
Gregory T. Waldet
Micaiah Alan Walter-Range

Audrey Bennett Quinby
Janet Tomyn Raab
Mayuri Saxena
Jamila Young
Yu Fen Tsao
Rebecca K. Wexler

∗ DECEASED ∗ FIVE-YEAR CONSISTENT DONOR
We are grateful to the following corporations, foundations, governments, and organizations for their financial support and partnership during 2008-2009:

Adyana Industry
Alliant Techsystems Inc.
B & J Association Inc.
Bank of America
The Boeing Company
Lynde & Harry Bradley Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Caterpillar, Inc.
ChevronTexaco, Inc.
The Chicago Community Foundation
Chino Ciencica Foundation
Wallace H. Coulter Foundation
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
ECMC Group
ExxonMobil Corporation
Fannie Mae Foundation
Federal Express Corporation
Fidelity Foundation
Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund
Folke Bernadotte Academy
The Ford Foundation
Freddie Mac Foundation
GE Foundation
Sumner Gerard Foundation
Global Impact
Goldman Sachs Group
Government of the State of Kuwait
IBM Corporation
ING (US) Financial Services Corporation
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Korea Foundation
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Lockheed Martin Corporation Foundation
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Merrill Lynch & Company Foundation, Inc.
Morgan Stanley Foundation
National Council for Eurasian and East European Research
Nationwide Insurance Companies
Northern Virginia Alumnae Chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Northrop Grumman Foundation
Optimas Inc.
Orbital Sciences Corporation
Pearson Education
PPG Industries Foundation
Raytheon
Regions Financial Corporation Foundation
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Sherbrooke Capital
SPOT Image Corporation
Stuart Family Foundation
Tata Foundation, Inc.
U.S. Civilian Research and Development Foundation
United Space Alliance, LLC
UnumProvident Corporation
Vanguard Group, Inc.
Verizon Foundation
The Washington Post Company
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Anne Menotti
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202-994-6240
eliott@gwu.edu
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The Elliott School community mourns the loss of Evelyn E. “Betty” Elliott, who passed away on January 22, 2009, at the age of 91. Betty was the wife of GW President Emeritus Lloyd H. Elliott.

The Elliott School of International Affairs was named for both Betty and Lloyd in 1988. Lloyd Elliott was the 14th president of The George Washington University, serving from 1965 to 1988.

As vital members of The George Washington University community for more than four decades, the Elliotts made countless contributions to the University’s institutional development. Their creation of the Evelyn E. and Lloyd H. Elliott Fund continues to support the Gaston Sigur professorship as well as other Elliott School programs and initiatives.

We will continue to honor Betty and her memory through our commitment to advancing understanding of international issues and making our world a better place.